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Security Operations and Workforce Management System 

SmartGuard is an intuitive security operations & workforce management platform that provides 

actionable insight through integrated field operation and back office solutions. This powerful mobile 

and web based software connects field personnel to management and clients through a suite of guards 

and workforce management tools, powerful business intelligence modules, and automated management 

reports. 

 

 

What’s in SmartGuard? 

• Incidents Report: Monitor incidents in real-time by gathering multimedia data (image, voice, detailed notes) with 

signature fields. 

• Guard Tour monitoring: Monitor your guards and manage your workflow in an efficient way, automating all 

internal work process. 

• Guards' schedules: Create guards’ schedule templates and follow specific scheduling during the whole patrol 

monitoring activities. 

 

• Timekeeping: Automatic record of check in and check out in real-time giving the ability to track working hours and 

control budget. 

• Advanced Reporting: Create multiple reports (scanned, missed check points / incidents / patrol duration) using 

advanced filtering and export abilities (PDF, excel).   

• Android Handheld & NFC Tags: Scan NFC tags placed on buildings and territories with Android Handheld and 

send immediate alerts and reports. 

 

• Site Management: Manage Sites, Checking Points, Routes and shifts with great ease. 

 

• Automate Work Flows:  Simplify back office & project management tasks by automating work flows. 
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Security Operations and Workforce Management System 

Focus on Assets 

Provide guards with all the information they need to reduce risk and the tools to ensure delivery of the 

mission-critical elements in any security plan. Supporting technologies such as NFC, barcodes, QR 

codes, and GPS, Guard Patrol Tour System replaces outdated solutions. 

 

 

Automate Alerts 

With flexible notification options, Patrol Tour System keeps you and your stakeholders informed of the 

status of events via Mobile, e-mail and web browser. See in real-time whether protocols are being 

respected and take corrective action without delay. Guards and patrollers become more self-sufficient, 

which significantly improves their sense of ownership.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Finished Scheduled Routes (Scanned or 
Missed Check Points – filtering by date or 
missed checkpoints routes) 
 

• Advanced filtering by client in all patrol 
events (including Incidents, exceptions) and 
PDF/Excel export capabilities 
 

• Total patrol duration report filtered by guard 
and patrol 
 

• Incidents reports filtered by Client, site and 
guard with the option to send them via e-
mail to Client 
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Security Operations and Workforce Management System 

Performing a Tour 

At the start of a shift or before beginning a patrol, an officer uses Android Handheld or mobile phone  

to read his or her unique officer button. This ensures that all subsequent tour activity is associated with 

that officer. Alternatively, the Android Application also provides User Login. The officer is now ready 

to visit each of the location buttons in the route, touching Android Handheld to each NFC button to 

confirm the visit. As the officer moves from location button to location button, touching each 

with Android Handheld, the reader records the time and the location of NFC button ID. 
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System Features at a Glance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Manage Clients & Sites 

Give your clients credentials in order to be able to log in NeatGuard and monitor the actions of the 

guards on their own sites. Add their sites on the client sites section by clicking on ‘Add’. Fill in the site’s 

details and a unique code number, in case you would like checkpoints to be assigned to the specific site 

via the Neat Guard mobile application. 
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            Manage Users 

Add your users and their information or Edit/Remove the existing one 

 

Manage Guards 
You can add or edit their names, give them a pin with which they will be able to log in the NeatGuard mobile 

application, or even revoke their patrol license and reassign it to them. 

 

Manage Check Points 

You can add Check Points, fill in a name, some notes that will be displayed on your guard’s device when he scans the 

specific checkpoint or you can assign it to a client’s site, by selecting a client and a site from the drop-down lists. You can 

also delete any of your checkpoints, just by selecting them and click on ‘Remove’, or add more. You can even print them 

on your own!  

Manage Incidents 
Create Incident Types and use them in Templates.  
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Manage Routes 

Create a Route and enter a description for your route, select the guard you want to follow the specific route, set the start 

date/time, the end date/time, choose whether you like it to be a loose schedule or not and if your users will receive alerts by 

email, if it will recurs daily, weekly or monthly and finally manage the route’s check points by clicking on the respective 

button. 

 

 

Android Mobile App 
The mobile app runs on the Rugged Handheld Android device and becomes one tool for all of Guard’s / 

Officer’s activities.  
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Planning and Setup 

A security manager plans guard tours to meet the security and safety requirements of the facility. The 

manager decides where officers are to patrol, and determines where checkpoints will be located to ensure 

that the officer has actually visited an area. 

The security manager also decides what incidents or observations are to be recorded.  

These vary depending on the type of facility and the specific security needs. An officer may be expected 

to confirm, by reading an incident button, that specific doors were locked, an area was free from debris or 

spills, and so forth. 

The security manager can also set up special tours such as safety checks for AEDs, fire extinguishers, or 

exit signs. 

 

Performing a Tour 

At the start of a shift or before beginning a patrol, an officer uses ANDROID HANDHELD to read his or 

her unique officer button. This ensures that all subsequent tour activity is associated with that officer. 

Alternatively, the Android Application also provides User Login. The officer is now ready to visit each of 

the location buttons in the route, touching ANDROID HANDHELD to each NFC button to confirm the 

visit. 

 

As the officer moves from location button to location button, touching each with ANDROID HANDHELD, 

the reader records the time and the location of NFC button ID. 

 

Buttons are physically mounted at these locations — on walls, floors, in closets, inside or outside of a 

facility, or adjacent to fire extinguishers to facilitate periodic extinguisher checks. Various types of 

mounting techniques can be used depending on the location, with more secure casing designed for areas 

where vandalism is a possibility. 

 

Recording Incidents and Observations 

Officer and location buttons confirm the officer's identity and where the officer visited. Incident buttons 

provide additional information. Depending on the requirements and procedures set by the security manager, 

the officer may read one or more incident buttons at a location to record security or safety conditions. 

The nature of incidents depends on the setting. In a corporate environment, incidents might include broken 

windows, lights out, running water, or fire extinguisher charge status. With Android application’s easy user 

interface these incidents can be easily recorded.  Various types of Incidents can be defined by the Admin 

users. 

When an officer observes an incident for which an Emergency Alert or Notifications needs to be sent 

Android application provides a special SOS button to send out the Real-time notifications to other Officers 

and to the Central System.  
 

Data Transfer 

The data is transferred to Server in real-time and in places where there is no GSM Coverage, all incidents 

and logs will be stored in the local memory and send out once the ANDROID HANDHELD comes into 3G 

coverage. 
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                                   Android Handheld Device and NFC 

 

1.CPU:MediaTek MTK6582 Quad-core 1.3GHz; 

2.Operation System:  Android 4.4.2,  

3.Display: 4inch IPS Capacitive Multi-touch screen,800*480 Pixels; 

4.Frequency: GSM:850/900/1800/1900MHZ,3G WCDMA:850Mhz/1900/2100mhz,  

5.Two Cameras: Front-facing 2.0M camera, Rear-Facing 5.0M cmos Camera;  

6.Memory & Storage: 1GB RAM + 8GB Flash ROM, Micro card slot can support max up to 

32GB max; 

7.WIFI:802.11b/g/n wireless and Bluetooth4.0; 

8.Support GPS & A-GPS; support FM;  

9.Sensors: Barometer / Geomagnetic/ Gravity/ Proximity / Compass/ Gyro/ Light sensors; 

10.More Functions: MP3/MP4/hand free/SMS group sending/Torch;  

11.Battery: with 3000mAh Lithium Battery;  

12.Standard Accessories: 1*charger,1*USB cable,1*color box. 

13.Proof  Rate:IP68, Waterproof, dustproof, drop-proof.  

14. NFC function: Frequency is 13.56MHZ. 

 

 

 

Reporting 

SmartGuard software processes the information gathered by ANDROID HANDHELD and produces a 

variety of reports. These typically include summary reports or detail reports filtered by tour, by a specific 

location or set of locations, or by date range. Tour reports and rule reports show whether all locations were 

visited as required. Download reports show each button read, in sequence. 

 

Exception reports and Mapping Interface provided by SmartGuard Web application will simplify the 

manager's job by quickly pointing to problems, permitting management by exception with less time and 

effort. 
 

Schedule a Demo with our experts and find out what SmartGuard can do for you. 

Please Email to Andy@Nettbox.com.sg for more enquiry.  
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